1.NATO: Russia uses Syrian war to boost Mediterranean
presence: May 7 .Russia has taken advantage of its military role
in Syria to bolster its naval presence in the eastern
Mediterranean region, making the region “very crowded,”
NATO’s southern Europe commander said Monday. U.S. Navy
Adm. James Foggo told The Associated Press that Russian
President Vladimir Putin had used the desperation of Syrian
President Bashar Assad to expand Russian military power
beyond Syria’s borders. Noting some “unsafe or
unprofessional” incidents involving Russian aircraft during the
Syrian conflict, Foggo said the eastern Mediterranean region
was becoming “congested” with Russian vessels. “It’s
something that we have to deal with as professional navies,” he
said. Washington Post
2.Libyan coastguard prevents NGO boat from rescuing
migrants: 7 May. The Libyan coastguard on Sunday prevented a
rescue ship belonging to two NGOs from approaching a boat in
distress carrying migrants, an AFP photographer witnessed. The
Aquarius, chartered by SOS-Mediterranee and Doctors Without
Borders (MSF), was informed by the Italian coastguard of the
presence of an overloaded boat off the coast of Tripoli,
reported the photographer on board the NGO boat. On
Saturday, the Libyan coastguard also forced the Astral and
another ship to move away from a boat carrying 38 migrants.
According to the NGO, the Libyans began “beating and
threatening” the migrants on the stricken boat, provoking panic
that caused some to fall overboard. France24
3.Operation SOPHIA: training activity in progress 10 May. A
Training Package 2 module for Libyan Coastguard and Navy
ended in Crete (Greece). 9th of May. The 22 selected trainees,
who had undergone the vetting process, started concretely the
teaching program on 26th of March. The course lasted 7 weeks
and included also lectures on International Human Rights held
by members of European Asylum Support Office (EASO), First
AID held by members of the Maltese International Order of
Malta – Italian Corp (CISOM), Gender Policy and technical
English Language lessons provided by qualified teachers and
specialists coming from EUNAVFOR Med Operational
Headquarters in Rome. EUNAVFOR MED
4.USS Gravely Arrives in Ponta Delgada, Portugal 8 May. The
Arleigh Burke-Class guided-missile destroyer USS Gravely
arrived in Ponta Delgada, Portugal, May 7, for a scheduled port
visit, to enhance U.S.-Portugal relations as the two nations work
together to strengthen regional security and stability. CF6

Mediterranean Sea CRISIS WATCH
(7-13 MAY 18)

Assessment:
Although between Washington and Moscow a hotline was established in 2015 to prevent incidents between their
militaries in Syria has worked well, but recent U.S., British and French missile strikes against Syrian chemical facilities
have raised tensions. The tensions in the region are also highlighted followingly by NATO officials’ statements in one
other dimension.
US warships activities and exercises as Phoenix express are the attempts to enhance solidarity and partnership while
promoting security in the region besides deterrence to potential adversaries.
Irregular immigration is still a dramatic problem in the central Mediterranean although the overall numbers are reduced
and there are great efforts by the lead of EUNAVFOR MED and there are still complaints by NGOs on the behavior of
Libyan Coast Guard towards migrants.
Chinese systematic presence under the official frame of peacekeeping operations can also be witnessed in Lebanon.
EEZ/Cyprus related problem are still in the oven between Turkey-Greece while politicians each day play with the cooking
degree button.

5.Exercise Phoenix Express 2018 Concludes in Souda Bay 11
May. Exercise Phoenix Express 2018, sponsored by U.S. Africa
Command and facilitated by U.S. Naval Forces EuropeAfrica/U.S. 6th Fleet (CNE-CNA/C6F), concluded Friday with a
closing ceremony at the NATO Maritime Interdiction
Operational Training Center (NMIOTC) in Souda Bay, Greece,
May 11. Phoenix Express is designed to improve regional
cooperation,
increase
maritime
domain
awareness,
information-sharing practices, and operational capabilities in
order to enhance efforts to promote safety and security in the
Mediterranean Sea. CF6
6.Turkey announces Med drilling 12 May. Turkey will start
drilling for oil and gas in the Mediterranean before the end of
the summer, according to comments Friday by the country’s
Energy and Natural Resources Minister Albayrak. The Turkish
minister, who is also the son-in-law of Turkish President
Erdogan, added that “great efforts” are being made to “ensure
there is no letup in this momentum.” His statements come as
no surprise in Greece as Ankara has already purchased a
drillship. However, Albayrak’s comments are also being taken
with a grain of salt, given that the neighboring country is
heading for elections on June 24. Turkey has maintained it will
not allow the Eastern Mediterranean island of Cyprus to drill for
gas in its exclusive economic zone, saying the Turkish Cypriots
must also be included in the process. Furthermore, it claims
that parts of the island’s EEZ are disputed, and it remains to be
seen where exactly Turkey plans to drill in the Eastern
Mediterranean. Turkey has also reserved an area in the Aegean
for a search and rescue exercise which will, controversially,
include a vessel from the TRNC. Kathimerini
7.17th Chinese peacekeeping force to Lebanon ready to set
out May 8 (ChinaMil) – The 17th Chinese peacekeeping force to
Lebanon held a grand rally to mark its founding and expedition
to Lebanon Monday. The majority of the peacekeepers come
from a brigade of the PLA Army's 75th Combined Corps. The
400-strong peacekeeping force consists of a multi-functional
engineer detachment, a construction engineer detachment and
a medical detachment. They are scheduled to leave China for
Lebanon in two batches in the second half of May and take over
the responsibility of the 16th Chinese peacekeeping force to
Lebanon. In the one-year mission period, the three Chinese
peacekeeping detachments will be mainly undertake tasks of
landmine clearance, engineering construction, Blue Line
boundary markers planting and humanitarian medical
assistance. (MOD China)
8.Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 24,502 in 2018;
Deaths Reach 619 11 May 2018, Geneva-IOM, the UN Migration
Agency, reports that 24,502 migrants and refugees entered
Europe by sea through the first 129 days of 2018. (IOM)

Asia Pacific CRISIS WATCH
1. Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo 2018 Concludes: 10
May. The 3rd Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo, hosted
by Indonesian Navy, was held on 4 – 9 May 2018 in
Lombok Island, Indonesia by the participation of 43
countries, more than 4000 seamen and more than 250
delegations. At the sea phase of the exercise, the
participating naval vessels conducted joint drills of aerial
photography, replenishment between sailing vessels, shipborne helicopter landing on each other's warship,
checking and warning-off and maritime interception, joint
search & rescue, and diving operation. (Indonesian Navy)
2. Balikatan 2018 Combined Amphibious Exercise
Conducted: 10 May. The Armed Forces of the Philippines
(AFP) and U.S. military forces came together 9 May 2018
to conduct an amphibious landing exercise at the Naval
Education and Training Command during exercise
Balikatan 2018. The amphibious landing drill is the first of
3 under this year's Balikatan, the 34th annual military
exercises between the two countries. It is the only
exercise opened for media coverage. (The US Defense)
3. Russian Pacific Fleet ships set off for Pacific Rim
(RIMPAC): 7 May. A group of Pacific Fleet ships - including
the Admiral Vinogradov and Admiral Tributs major antisubmarine ships and the Pechenga sea tanker have left
Vladivostok for the Pacific Rim where it will perform a
number of tasks, enter some foreign ports and take part in
the Russian-Chinese drills “Maritime Cooperation 2018”,
spokesman for the Pacific Fleet said. The Pacific Fleet ships
will spend more than two months in the voyage. (Trend
News Agency)
4. Russia Completes Delivery of First Regimental Set of S400 to China: 10 May. Russia has completed the delivery
of the first regimental set of the air defense system S-400
to China. A third ship carrying missing support equipment
has arrived at its port of destination. It includes the
command center, radars, launchers, guided air defense
missiles, power supply equipment and other items.
Russian specialists will begin the handover of the military
equipment to China at the end of May. The whole
procedure will take about two months.

(7-13 MAY 18)

Assessment:
The Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo 2018, which features participants from neighbouring Southeast Asian countries as well as
major powers such as China, the US, is once again spotlighting Indonesia’s naval engagement as well as its broader role in the
maritime domain.
Balikatan Amphibious training allows U.S. and Philippine forces to provide a more capable combined disaster response effort
during operations ashore. It also reinforces the landing and clearing techniques among the combined forces in a similar
environment or conflict area. Additionally, it ensures that the combined force remains ready to rapidly respond to crises across the
full range of military operations from conflict to natural disaster. The US and Philippines forces build upon shared tactics,
techniques and procedures that enhance readiness and response capabilities of both forces.
RIMPAC is the world's largest international maritime warfare exercise. RIMPAC is held biennially during June and July of evennumbered years from Honolulu, Hawaii. China has also been invited to participate in a major U.S.-led naval exercise. Russian Pacific
Fleet ships will hold joint naval exercises with China in the Yellow Sea. It is assessed that both countries' navies would like to give a
message to region countries and the US by showing of strength.
In 2014, China ordered four to six Russian-made S-400 regimental units for an estimated price of around $3 billion. Moscow
trained a group of Chinese military personnel to operate the S-400 system last year. The contract made China the first foreign
purchaser of the cutting-edge air defense system, followed by Turkey as the second buyer. Russia had not agreed to transfer
technology or authorize licensed production. The S-400 Triumf is capable of engaging targets at a distance of 400 km and at an
altitude of up to 30 km, the missile system can destroy aircraft, cruise and ballistic missiles. It can also be used against land-based
targets. It is assessed that China intends to use the S-400 air defense system against the US for the purpose of deterrence.
If all four QUAD countries — India, Australia, the US and Japan — were to be involved in military drills such as Exercise Malabar it
would bolster the grouping. But, Australia’s exclusion can be assessed as a casualty of India’s warming ties with China and a blow to
efforts to revive the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue. The decision has probably supported by China since Australia supports FONOPs
in South China Sea.
HMCS Vancouver's Hong Kong visit is a step in further strengthening that bond as we work together to ensure peace and stability
in the region. However, it is expected that HMCS Vancouver will support FONOPs in South China Sea.
The operations were part of a routine and regularly scheduled patrol. The port visits by US warships strengthen alliances,
partnerships, and multilateral cooperation throughout the Indo-Pacific region.

5. India Keeps Australia out of the Malabar Exercise –
Again: 8 May. In the aftermath of Indian Prime Minsiter
Narendra Modi’s visit to China, India once again refused
Australia’s bid to participate in the 2018 Malabar
exercises. The Malabar exercises were first established
in 1992 between India and the United States, but due to
tensions arising from India’s nuclearization in 1998, it
became an annual feature only in 2002. The Malabar
exercises of 2007 was significant, as the India-U.S.
cooperation was expanded to include Australia, Japan,
and Singapore in multilateral official level security talks.
The expansion of the Malabar exercises, which were
already a security concern for China, led to vociferous
protests from Beijing, which labeled the exercises as an
“anti-China coalition.” (The Diplomat)
6. Canadian Frigate Stops in Hong Kong for First Port Call
on Asia Pacific Deployment: 9 May. Royal Canadian
Navy frigate HMCS Vancouver arrived in the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region on May 3 for the first port
visit of her Indo-Asia-Pacific deployment. HMCS
Vancouver was joined by the Deputy Commander of the
Royal Canadian Navy, Rear- Admiral Gilles Couturier for
the port visit. The Halifax-class frigate is the third Royal
Canadian Navy ship to visit the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region since 2007. HMCS Ottawa visited
Hong Kong in February 2007, while HMCS Regina visited
in May 2008. In addition, HMCS Ottawa visited Shanghai
in May 2017. (Naval Today)
7. US Navy Activities in Asia Pacific: 9 May. Sailors
participating in Pacific Partnership 2018 (PP18) departed
Trincomalee aboard Military Sealift Command hospital
ship USNS Mercy (T-AH 19), bound for the mission’s
fourth port visit in Nha Trang, Vietnam. 11 May. The
forward-deployed aircraft carrier, USS Ronald Reagan
(CVN 76), departed for sea trials, after successfully
completing a two-day fast cruise. The week-long sea
trials are designed to test the ship’s systems and
equipment after a four-month selected restricted
availability involving combined maintenance teams from
the ship, Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, and U.S. Naval
Ship Repair Facility andJapan Regional Maintenance
Center. (C7F)
8. China's first domestically-built aircraft carrier sets out
for sea trials 3 May. China's first domestically-built
aircraft carrier set out from a dock of Dalian Shipyard,
northeast China's Liaoning Province, for sea trials
Sunday morning. It is the country's second aircraft
carrier. (MOD China)

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
(7-13 MAY 18)

1. Black Sea Gas to Excel Romanian Energy Security

3. Escalation of Conflict in the Black Sea between Russia
and Ukraine
9 May 2018. The conflict between Russia and Ukraine will
escalate following the detention of Ukrainian fishing vessel
"YMK-0041" by Russian border guards, the permanent
representative of the President of Ukraine in the Crimea,
Boris Babin said. In his opinion, Ukraine should strengthen
its position at sea to protect its sailors with weapons.

7 May 2018. Romania will no longer need gas imports from the
Russian Federation after natural gas extraction begins in the
Black Sea, and the country could jump to the first place among
European countries with the lowest dependence on energy
imports.
In 2012, ExxonMobil and OMV Petrom discovered the off-shore
Neptun field at the Black Sea. The first gas is expected by 2021.
Currently, Romania imports around 10 percent of its annual gas
consumption from Russia. (AGERPRES)

Starting from April 30, Russian special services have begun
detaining and inspecting ships sailing through the Kerch
Strait irrespective of their flag. On May 8, the Minister of
Infrastructure of Ukraine Volodymyr Omelyan said that
Ukraine would respond to such cases.

2. Romania Hosted NATO Allies for Major Black Sea Exercise
On March 25, Ukrainian border guards had detained the
Nord, a fishing vessel under the Russian flag in the Azov
Sea for visiting the port of annexed Kerch that was a closed
port according to Ukrainian law. (UAWire)

7 May 2018. Naval assets from seven Allied nations and NATO’s
Standing Maritime Group 2 are training maritime capabilities
and combat proficiency in the Black Sea from May 7 to 13, as
part of Exercise Sea Shield.
Some 21 military ships, 10 fighter aircrafts, a submarine, and
2,300 servicemen are taking part. Romanian-led exercise Sea
Shield 2018 involves participants from Bulgaria, Greece, Spain,
Turkey, the US, and the UK. The exercise is based on a fictitious
crisis response scenario. Exercise Sea Shield is an annual event
and was first held in 2015 after Russia’s intervention in Ukraine.
(NATO HQ)

Assessment:
-

Given that Romania feels itself under the threat of Russian aggression in the Black Sea, the extraction from the new offshore deposit would facilitate enhancing its security against possible exploitations of Russia in the energy domain.

-

Its active joining in NATO activities are already serving for traditional security purposes.

-

The conflict between Ukraine and Russia seems to expand into the maritime domain. However, Ukraine would be the
disadvantageous side given that it has almost no credible naval force left to protect its maritime interests. In December
2017, the US Congress approved assistance of coastal defence radars, naval mine and counter-mine capabilities and patrol
boats. So, in near future, Ukraine will get two former US coast guard cutters. Those ships could be used for security
purposes of fishing and maritime trade, although they would be still far weaker than Russian assets. Yet they will not put
much effect on the prevention of threats from the sea to Ukraine.

-

To achieve the expected deterrence in terms of sea-based threat prevention in a cost-effective manner, Ukraine should
promptly invest in defensive mining capability and coastal surveillance systems, too. Nevertheless, military build-up
should only be used for deterrence against subsequent aggressive actions from Russia. Diplomacy must remain as the
main means to solve bilateral problems.

Horn of Africa CRISIS WATCH
(6-13 MAY 18)
1.Saudi military says troops arrive in Yemen's Socotra island 14
May. A Saudi military spokesman says that its troops have landed
on the Yemeni island of Socotra, listed by UNESCO as a world
natural heritage site and the focus of a dispute between Yemen
and its ally the United Arab Emirates. Turki al-Malki, spokesman
for the Saudi-led coalition fighting Yemen's Shiite rebels, says
Sunday that the Saudi troops are on a training and support
mission for Yemeni forces He adds that the Saudis, Emiratis and
Yemenis will conduct joint training exercises in coordination with
the Yemeni government. Tensions have mounted between
Yemen and the UAE since last week, when the latter sent a
military force to Socotra without prior coordination with the
Yemeni government, which has been based in the coastal city of
Aden since 2015.foxnews
2.Raytheon contracted to deliver RAM missile systems for
Qatari Navy 11 may. Raytheon Missile Systems has received a
$242 million contract to deliver the Rolling Airframe Missile
(RAM) Block 2 system for the Qatari Emiri Navy. The contract,
announced by the US defense department May 10, was awarded
to the company by the US Naval Sea Systems Command and
includes foreign military sales to the governments of Qatar,
Egypt, and Turkey. The contract is potentially worth $529.7
million, should all options be exercised, and is expected to be
completed by 2023. The Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) is already
in use by the navies of Turkey and Egypt but this will be the first
time the Qatari Navy is acquiring the system. Naval Today
3.China's peacekeeping engineer detachment passes UNMISS
equipment inspection May 10. The 8th Chinese peacekeeping
engineer detachment to South Sudan (Wau) passed the UN
equipment verification on Tuesday with all the items meeting the
verification requirements. This is the third time that the 8th
Chinese peacekeeping engineering detachment has passed the
UN equipment inspection since deployment in the mission area in
last September. An inspection team of the United Nations
Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) officials inspected the
machinery, vehicles, power generators, medical facilities of the
detachment, Since deployed to the mission area at the end of
September last year, the 8th Chinese peacekeeping engineer
detachment has completed multiple tasks including the
construction of UNMISS employees' base floor units and
watchtowers in the UNMISS camp and reinforcement of defense
works in the peacekeeping troops' camp area and so on.MOD
China

Assessment:
Socotra Island tension has been prompted with some non-coordinated actions in the area by the local actor UAE where
Saudis responded with a counter move to stabilize a potential crisis between Yemen and UAE.
Raytheon’s contract with Qatari Navy, following Egypt and Turkey, resembles US stance to have these countries on his side
against Russian efforts to get military agreements with and have influence on them, besides being a full commercial issue.
China shows his power and presence one more time in the framework of peacekeeping and humanitarian framework, as
mostly they try to build up partnerships and camaraderie in many other parts of the world.
Combined Maritime Forces’ Focused Operation in conjunction with the EU Naval Force is an effort to deter piracy and show
of confidence to commercial shipping that thier warships are there to protect them.
CCTF 151 efforts to develop relationships with regional partners and EUNAVFOR’s cooperation with African nations point
the importance of local support in the success of the operations in the region.

4.Focussed Operation Three Arrows hiots the mark in the Gulf
of Aden 13 May. As part of its enduring mission to ensure
maritime security in the Gulf of Aden, the Combined Maritime
Forces (CMF) have conducted a large scale Focused Operation
in conjunction with the EU Naval Force (EU NAVFOR), deterring
piracy and demonstrating to commercial shipping that CMF and
EU NAVFOR warships are there to protect them. The Focused
Operation, known as Three Arrows, started on 1 May 18, with
warships from Japan, Spain and Italy working together along
with military aircraft from Germany, Spain, Japan and the UK
overhead. Combined Task Force (CTF) 151 led the operation on
behalf of CMF, with the Japanese destroyer JMSDF Akebono at
the center of the operation. CMF
5.CCTF 151 works hard to build relationship with Kuwait,
Oman and the UAE 6 May. Commander Combined Task Force
151 (CTF 151) and regional counter-piracy coordinator, Rear
Admiral Daisuke Kajimoto, Japan Maritime Self Defence Force
(JMSDF), has completed a six-day engagement tour of Kuwait,
Oman and the UAE. Starting the week by attending the
Maritime Information Exchange Vessel Owners’ Meeting
(MIEVOM), he then conducted a series of meetings with the
key military leaders of three Gulf states, developing counterpiracy cooperation and strengthening Combined Maritime
Forces (CMF) relationships with other regional forces operating
in the maritime domain. CMF
6.EU NAVFOR helping to keep Somali Fishermen safe 10 May.
Italian Sailors and Marines currently deployed on board EU
NAVFOR’s flagship ITS Margottini have helped train members
of the Somali Police Force Maritime Unit off the coast of
Mogadishu. By enhancing the Somali Police Forces seafaring
knowledge and skills, the local law enforcement agencies are
more able to protect the Somali fishermen working the local
waters providing food for their families and villages.
EUNAVFOR
7.EU NAVFOR crews helping AMISOM Marine unit protect
Somali waters 9 May. On May 7th crew members from ITS
Margottini continued the regional cooperation EU NAVFOR has
established with the AMISOM Marine unit off the coast of
Mogadishu. Following on from several interactions last year,
Margottini’s Italian crew took up the opportunity to patrol local
waters off the coast of Mogadishu with the AMISOM unit. Not
only did the two Marine units conduct coordinated boat drills,
they also exchanged training and ideas on boat safety,
maintenance and sea survival. EUNAVFOR

Caspian Sea CRISIS WATCH
(7-13 MAY 18)

1. New Members Admitted to Trans-Caspian International
Transport Route

10 May 2018. Policy and business leaders from the US and
the Trans-Caspian corridor countries will come together at
Third Trans-Caspian Forum on May 17-18, 2018 to discuss
opportunities and challenges in enhancing their strategic
engagement and explore business, trade and investment
opportunities to the benefit of all concerned.

8 May 2018. Two new members were admitted to the TransCaspian International Transport Route (TITR) Association: the
Anaklia Black Sea Port (Georgia) and the KazMorTransFlot
National Maritime Shipping Company (Kazakhstan). In addition,
Head of the Ukrainian Railways Evgeny Kravtsov was approved
as a member of the Board of the Association.

The Trans-Caspian East-West Trade and Transit Corridor is
a regional integrator, trade facilitator and viable transit
connector between Europe and Asia. Comprised of
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey to the west, and
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan Uzbekistan and Afghanistan to
the east of the Caspian Sea, this corridor brings together a
market of more than 200 million strong while connecting
the economies of the European Union and China along
with access to Russia, Iran, Pakistan and India.

TITR is a project of Belt and Road Initiative and runs through
China, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and further through
Turkey and Ukraine to Europe. Its founding members are AzeriGeorgian-Kazakh-Turkish Railways, Caspian Shipping Company,
Caspian Ports of Aktau (Kaz.) and Baku (Azer.) at the Caspian
and Port of Batumi (Geor.) at the Black Sea. (Trend News )
2. Russian diplomat: Convention on Caspian Sea’s Legal Status
may be signed at Astana Summit
10 May 2018. A convention on the legal status of the Caspian
Sea may be signed at a summit of the Caspian states which is
planned to be held in Astana in August 2018, Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Grigory Karasin told.
“Intensive work is underway at the level of experts in
connection with Caspian Sea’s legal status. We want the
upcoming Astana summit of Caspian states will yield results,”
he said.
Karasin stressed that the signing of the convention on Caspian
Sea’s legal status will contribute to stability in the region and it
will provide calmness and predictability of everything what the
five Caspian states will do in the Caspian Sea in ecological and
economic fields. (APA) (KazTAG)
3. Working Group on Caspian Legal Status to Meet prior to
Astana Summit
10 May 2018. A meeting of the ad hoc working group on the
legal status of the Caspian Sea is planned to be held in Astana
after May 20, said Deputy Foreign Minister of Azerbaijan Khalaf
Khalafov. He also noted that although the discussions are over
in principle, there are some technical issues with regard to
proposals which needed to be agreed. (APA)

4. Trans-Caspian Forum will be held in US on May 17-18

Assessment:
- Starting from 2016, Russia blocked all transit of goods from Ukraine via its territory – thus impacting on Ukraine’s trade with
China and Kazakhstan which constitutes nearly 15% of its whole trade. For Ukraine, TITR mainly serves as a bypass from
Russian territory for its trade with those countries.
- The Russian statement shows that they are eager for the convention to be signed. So it should have appropriate provisions
for Russia. Note that, together with Iran, Russia cites the lack of legal status and ecological concerns as a ground for
opposition to Trans-Caspian Pipeline. Mentioning of stability implies that if it’s not signed, stability might be spoiled, since
there is no problem with the stability in the region as far as we know. So it seems to be a threat to ones who resist signing the
convention the way Russia wants.
- Russia and Iran have wanted to retain the right of giving the final decision on main pipeline projects through the Caspian
Sea. So, they impose provisions requiring the approval of all littoral states of environmental impact assessments of such
projects which gives them the right to block any project they see contrary to their own interests, e.g. Trans-Caspian Pipeline
Project between Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan. (Details will be provided on the coming research at Beyond the Horizon).
- Besides its other topics related with trade and innovation, one of the main issues related with ‘energy’ appears to be the
prospects for transportation of future hydrocarbon products from BP and SOCAR’s recently announced exploration projects
at the Caspian Sea to Western markets.

The United States has been playing an important role in
the development of this corridor through joint initiatives
to increase regional connectivity through oil and gas
pipelines, to facilitate intra-regional cooperation and
trade such as the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline, BakuTbilisi-Kars railway, Southern Gas Corridor, Lapis-Lazuli
transport route and the "C5+1” format.
Amb. Richard E. Hoagland of US Dept. of State says that,
in the forum, new opportunities and recommendations
will be identified for next steps the US can take to
enhance its role in the region.
The list of panel topics is as follows:
- The Trans-Caspian region and the US: Emerging
Partnership Through Trade and Commerce
- Linking Trans Caspian via Infrastructure Development:
Air, Rail, Sea. Private Sector developments in Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan, Turkey, Georgia
- Trans Caspian as a Global Hub for Energy Supply and
Security
- Connectivity: Regional Transformation: Innovation and
Technology Hub (Agenda.ge) (@caspiancenter)

